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George Parker believed it was always possible to make 
a better pen. It’s what drove him to patent his first 
leak-free fountain pen in 1888 and it’s the philosophy that 
motivates the constant refinement of Parker pens today.

Iconic details like the arrow clip and the hand-assembled, 
Ace-emblazoned nibs, are anchored in a heritage of 
craftsmanship, driven forward by the belief that writing with 
a finely crafted instrument can enhance and deepen your 
thoughts. It’s this commitment to quality that has made the 
Parker name synonymous with excellence in fine writing.

With years of experience and innovation, Parker’s 
commitment to quality has ensured that each pen delivers 
the best writing experience for when it matters most. 
For better first thoughts, for better final drafts, for better 
thinking, you don’t just need a pen, you need a Parker.

PARKER BRAND - BETTER THINKING
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FOUNTAIN PEN

Experience the refined pleasure of a genuine writing experience.
The fountain pen is perfect for a truly personal expression.

ROLLERBALL PEN

Let your creativity flow thanks to the constant fluidity of the ink. 
The rollerball pen is made for smoothness and convenience seekers.

BALLPOINT PEN

Enjoy flawless lines, anytime, anywhere. The ballpoint pen will 
ensure free reign to spontaneous expression with no cap left behind.

MECHANICAL PENCIL

 Invent and re-invent. The mechanical pencil is the perfect fit 
for those who seek precision in their writing and the possibility 

to erase and re-write.
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DUOFOLD
An emblem of Parker’s heritage.

A symbol of  excellence since 1921, Duofold remains the most distinguished 
pen in Parker’s discerning lineage. Driven by a commitment to superior 

craftsmanship, every detail of  Duofold is carefully thought out and 
executed. From the emblematic design of  the ace emblazoned 18 Karat 
solid gold nib to the precious metal finishes, each piece is meticulously 

brought together by hand to ensure the finest writing experience.
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FOUNTAIN PEN

Centennial

BALLPOINT PEN

PRESTIGE GIFT BOX
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Limited Edition Duofold 100 Blue

A solid 18k Gold nib featuring a unique compass design referencing George 
S. Parker’s many nautical journeys. Single pen or trio pen colour available in 

giftbox.

Available in

Limited Edition Duofold 100 Black

A solid 18k Gold nib featuring a unique compass design referencing George 
S. Parker’s many nautical journeys. Single pen or trio pen colour available in 

giftbox.

Available in

Limited Edition Duofold 100 Red

A solid 18k Gold nib featuring a unique compass design referencing George 
S. Parker’s many nautical journeys. Single pen or trio pen colour available in 

giftbox.

Available in

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Blue Chevron GT

Precision etched chevron pattern with a metallic blue varnish, with 23k gold 
plated-trims. Complemented with an 18k solid gold bi-tonal nib covered with  

a rhodium highlights. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

  Centennial  

Big Red CT

Delicately crafted from solid, red precious resin,  with laser etching on barrel, with 
highly distinguished palladium finished trims. Complemented with an 18k solid gold 

bi-tonal nib covered with a rhodium highlights. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

  Centennial  
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Black GT

Crafted from solid, velvet black precious resin with highly distinguished, 
contrasting 23k gold plated trims. Complemented with an 18k solid gold bi-tonal 

nib covered with a rhodium highlights. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

  Centennial  

Black CT

Crafted from solid, velvet black precious resinwith highly distinguished, 
contrasting palladium finish trims. Complemented with an 18k solid gold bi-tonal 

nib covered with a rhodium highlights. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

  Centennial  
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SONNET
A timeless symbol of elegance.

A classic expression of  refined style, Sonnet is Parker’s symbol of  elegance.
With an array of  designs, including the enduring Ciselé pattern, every intricate 

detail is skillfully executed to bring sophistication to every writing occasion.
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FOUNTAIN PEN

ROLLERBALL PEN

BALLPOINT PEN

 
Standard

PRESTIGE GIFT BOX
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Chisel led Si lver GT

A precisely chiselled ‘ciselé’ pattern on the cap and barrel, filled with a black resin 
coating on a silver base. Complemented with 23k gold finished trims and an 18k solid 

gold nib. Packaged in a Parker gift box. 

Available in

Silver Mistral GT

The Sonnet Mistral is an exquisite interpretation of Parker’s craftsmanship. Featuring 
a timeless design inspired by the winds of the Mediterranean Sea, the delicate chisseled 

pattern flows elegantly on to the sterling silver surface of the pen. It is complimented by an 
18k Solid Gold nib and subtle gold accents that brings the perfect balance of craftsmanship 

and beauty. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

NEW

16 SONNET
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Metal & Red CT

The Sonnet Metal & Red is a classic expression of refined style and elegance.  It features 
a red satin varnish with palladium finish trims and an 18k Solid Gold nib covered with a 
rhodium finish. The etched silver cap highlights an intricate art deco pattern that brings 

sophistication to every writing occasion. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Metal & Blue CT

The Sonnet Metal & Blue is a classic expression of refined style and elegance.  
It features a blue satin varnish with palladium finish trims and an 18k Solid Gold nib 
covered with a rhodium finish. The etched silver cap highlights an intricate diamond 

pattern that brings sophistication to every writing occasion. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

NEW

NEW
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Metal & Grey PGT

The Sonnet Metal & Grey is a classic expression of refined style and elegance.  
It features a grey satin varnish, rose gold plated finish trims and an 18k Solid 

Gold nib covered with a rhodium finish. The etched silver cap highlights 
an intricate tile pattern that brings sophistication to every writing occasion. 

Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Metal & Black GT

The Sonnet Metal & Black is a classic expression of refined style and elegance.  
It features a black opaque lacquer with a glossy varnish, gold plated finish trims 
and an 18k Solid Gold nib covered with a rhodium finish. The etched silver cap 
highlights an intricate meshed pattern that brings sophistication to every writing 

occasion. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

NEW

NEW

18 SONNET
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Red GT

18k Gold: A modern deep red varnish, playing with reflection of light. Complemented with 
gold finished trims and an 18k solid gold nib. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

S/Steel: A modern deep red varnish, playing with reflection of light. Complemented with 
gold finished trims and a stainless steel nib with a gold finish. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Blue CT

18k Gold: A subtle blue varnish complemented with palladium finish trims and an 18k 
solid gold nib covered with a rhodium finish. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

S/Steel: A subtle blue varnish complemented with palladium finish trims and  
a stainless steel  nib. Packaged in a Parker gift box. 

Available in
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Black CT

18k Gold: Lacquered in a deep black glossy finish. Complemented with palladium 
finish trims and an 18k solid gold nib covered with rhodium finish.  

Packaged in a Parker gift box.

S/Steel: Lacquered in a deep black glossy finish. Complemented with palladium 
finish trims and an stainless steel nib. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Black GT

18k Gold: Lacquered in a deep black glossy finish. Complemented with gold 
finished trims and an 18k solid gold nib. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

S/Steel: Lacquered in a deep black glossy finish. Complemented with gold 
finished trims and a stainless steel nib with gold finished.  

Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

20 SONNET
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Matte Black CT

Coated matte black resin with a satin effect. Complemented with palladium finish 
trims and a stainless steel nib. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Matte Black GT

Coated matte black resin with a satin effect. Complemented with gold finished 
trims and a stainless steel nib covered with a golden finish.  

Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in
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Stainless Steel CT

Stainless steel finish with a brushed metal effect. Complemented with palladium 
finish trims and a stainless steel nib. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Stainless Steel GT

Stainless steel finish with a brushed metal effect. Complemented with a gold  
finish trims and a stainless steel nib covered with a gold finish.  

Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

22 SONNET
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Sonnet Essentia l B lack Chrome Trim

New Sonnet Sand Blasted Metal & Black Lacquer.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Sonnet Essentia l Red Chrome Trim

New Sonnet Sand Blasted Metal & Red Lacquer.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

NEW

NEW

23SON N E T ESSENTIAL
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Sonnet Essentia l B lue Chrome Trim

New Sonnet Sand Blasted Metal & Blue Lacquer.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Sonnet Essentia l Sandblast 
Stainless Steel Chrome Trim

New Sonnet Sand Blasted Metal Lacquer.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

NEW

NEW

24 SON N E T ESSENTIAL
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Sonnet Black Gold Trim Bal lpoint Pen + Fountain Pen 
Duo Set black ink 

In this gift set, discover a rollerball and matching ballpoint pen packaged in a classic 
Parker gift box. This set gives the writer the flexibility of choosing between two 

writing modes to suit any occasion. The perfect gift for all occasions.
Pens included: Sonnet fountain pen and ballpoint pen 

Available in

  

Sonnet Black Chrome Trim Bal lpoint Pen + Rollerbal l 
Duo Set black ink 

In this gift set, discover a rollerball and matching ballpoint pen packaged in a classic 
Parker gift box. This set gives the writer the flexibility of choosing between two 

writing modes to suit any occasion. The perfect gift for all occasions. 
Pens included: Sonnet rollerball and ballpoint pen 

Available in
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PARKER 51
A classic reimagined.

The Parker 51 is as groundbreaking today as it was when first launched in 1941.
This unique writing instrument is inspired by the pen once hailed as the ‘world’s most 

wanted’ – retaining its distinctive streamlined silhouette and iconic hooded nib; yet is made 
for the future – this pen is hand assembled and made from durable precious resin, benefitting 

from Parker’s expertise and reputation for superior craftmanship.
From conception to assembly, the attention to detail is second to none. The cap is decorated 
with a complementary metallic jewel and each finish is inspired by heritage colours of  the 
past, a tribute to the original Parker 51 range. Inspired by the past. Made for the future.
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FOUNTAIN PEN

BALLPOINT PEN

 Standard

PRESTIGE GIFT BOX
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Plum GT

The Parker 51 Deluxe Plum GT features a streamlined silhouette and iconic 
hooded 18k solid gold nib. Hand assembled using durable Plum precious resin, 

complemented by a chiseled cap, golden cap jewel and trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

 

Black GT

The Parker 51 Deluxe Black GT features a streamlined silhouette and iconic 
hooded 18k solid gold nib. Hand assembled using durable Black precious resin, 

complemented by a chiseled cap, golden cap jewel and trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

 

NEW

NEW
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Burgundy CT

The Parker 51 Burgundy CT features a streamlined silhouette and iconic hooded 
stainless-steel nib. Hand assembled using durable Burgundy precious resin, 

complemented by a stainless steel cap, palladium cap jewel and trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box

Available in

 

Black CT

The Parker 51 Black CT features a streamlined silhouette and iconic hooded 
stainless-steel nib. Hand assembled using durable Black precious resin, 
complemented by a stainless steel cap, palladium cap jewel and trims.  

Packaged in a Parker gift box

Available in

 

NEW

NEW
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Teal Blue CT

The Parker 51 Teal Blue CT features a streamlined silhouette and iconic hooded 
stainless-steel nib. Hand assembled using durable Teal Blue precious resin, 

complemented by a stainless steel cap, palladium cap jewel and trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box

Available in

 

Midnight Blue CT

The Parker 51 Midnight Blue CT features a streamlined silhouette and iconic 
hooded stainless-steel nib. Hand assembled using durable Midnight Blue precious 

resin, complemented by a stainless steel cap, palladium cap jewel and trims. 
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

 

NEW

NEW
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URBAN
Distinctive style with remarkable performance.

The eye-catching Urban takes over a century of  Parker tradition into dynamic 
new territory. With its curved design and range of  finishes, it was crafted to 
compliment personal style and elevate the confidence behind every word.
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BALLPOINT PEN

ENTRY LINE GIFT BOX

FOUNTAIN PEN
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Matte Black GT

Coated matte black resin with a satin effect. Complemented with gold finished 
trims and a stainless steel nib covered with a golden finish.  

Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

 

Muted Black CT

Muted black lacquer with a powdery touch with a glossy polishing to reinforce the 
premiumness of the finish. Complemented with chrome finish trims. Packaged  

in a Parker gift box.

Available in

 

NEW

NEW

35U RBAN
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Metro Metal l ic CT

Metalic finish with a circular linishing to reinforce the premiumness of the finish. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

      

Vibrant Magenta CT

Lacquered glossy magenta with a circular linish with complemented with chrome 
finish trims. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

 

NEW

NEW

36 U RBAN
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Parker IM
Highly professional and reliable.

An ideal partner with unlimited potential, Parker IM is all at once smart, 
polished and established. With a durable stainless steel nib and finishes 
that echo the Parker legacy, every detail is refined to deliver a writing 

experience that is always dependable.
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FOUNTAIN PEN

ROLLERBALL PEN

BALLPOINT PEN

ENTRY LINE GIFT BOX
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Premium Black/Gold GT

Sandblast black anodized aluminum material rhythmed by a modern pattern 
engraved with timeless graphic tones. Complemented with gold finish trims. 

Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Premium Warm Si lver GT

Sandblast matte silver coloured anodized aluminum material rhythmed by a 
modern pattern engraved with timeless graphic tones complemented with gold 

color trims. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

41PARKER IM
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Pearl GT

Sandblast black anodized aluminum material rhythmed by a modern pattern 
engraved with timeless graphic tones. Complemented with gold finish trims. 

Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Red GT

Sandblast matte silver coloured anodized aluminum material rhythmed by a 
modern pattern engraved with timeless graphic tones complemented with gold 

color trims. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

NEW

NEW

42 PARKER IM
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Light Blue CT

Glossy black lacquer complemented with chrome finish trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Black Lacquer CT

Glossy black lacquer complemented with chrome finish trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

NEW
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Black Lacquer GT

Glossy black lacquer complemented with gold finish trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Matte Blue CT

Matte blue lacquer complemented with chrome finish trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

44 PARKER IM
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Dark Espresso CT

Dark espresso with a circular linishing & varnish complemented with chrome 
finish trims. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

Brushed Metal GT

Brushed metal with a circular linishing & varnish complemented with  
gold finish trims. Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in
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Light Purple CT

Light puple circular linishing and varnish complemented with chrome finish trims.  
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

White Lacquer CT

Glossy white lacquer complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a Parker gift box.

Available in

46 PARKER IM
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Parker IM Achromatic Black

A striking matte black achromatic aesthetic, with trademark arrow clip, trims 
and nib all finished with a black PVD coating, providing unparalleled wear and 

corrosion resistance.

Available in

Parker IM Achromatic Grey

A muted matte grey contrasted with trademark arrow clip, trims and nib all 
finished with a black PVD coating, providing unparalleled wear and corrosion 

resistance.

Available in

47PARKER IM ACH ROMATIC
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IM Essentia l Matte Black CT

At once smart, polished and professional, the PARKER IM Matte Black CT is an 
ideal partner with unlimited potential. The sleek tapered shape pairs seamlessly 
with innovative matte black and chrome designs to make a striking statement.

Available in

IM Essentia l Stainless Steel CT

At once smart, polished and professional, the PARKER IM Stainless Steel CT is 
an ideal partner with unlimited potential. The sleek tapered shape pairs seamlessly 

with innovative stainless steel and chrome designs to make a striking statement.

Available in

48 IM ESSENTIAL
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JOTTER
The everyday icon.

Instantly noticed, Jotter stands as an authentic design icon of  the last 
50 years. With covetable colors and a distinctive shape, Jotter remains 
Parker’s most popular pen, recognizable down to its signature click.
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FOUNTAIN PEN

BALLPOINT PEN

Standard

XL

ROLLERBALL PEN
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BLISTER

 

GEL PEN

MECHANICAL PEN

ENTRY LINE GIFT BOX
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Waterloo Blue CT

Expertly crafted iconic stainless steel body, complimented by a high-shine 
stainless steel arrowhead clip. Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister.

Available in

Victoria Violet CT

Expertly crafted iconic stainless steel body, complimented by a high-shine 
stainless steel arrowhead clip. Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister.

Available in

53JOT TER
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Chelsea Orange CT

Expertly crafted iconic stainless steel body, complimented by a high-shine 
stainless steel arrowhead clip. Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister. 

Available in

Kensington Red CT

Expertly crafted iconic stainless steel body, complimented by a high-shine 
stainless steel arrowhead clip. Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister.

Available in

54 JOT TER
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Royal Blue CT

Expertly crafted iconic stainless steel body, complimented by a high-shine 
stainless steel arrowhead clip. Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister.

Available in

    

Bond Street Black CT

Expertly crafted iconic stainless steel body, complimented by a high-shine 
stainless steel arrowhead clip. Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister.

Available in
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Stainless Steel GT

Linished stainless steel body, complemented with a golden finish cap and trim. 
Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister.

Available in

   

Stainless Steel CT

Expertly crafted iconic stainless steel body, complimented by a high-shine  
stainless steel arrowhead clip. Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister. 

Available in

    

56 JOT TER
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JOTTER XL
Iconic, down to the last detail.

With the Jotter XL Monochrome Collection, Parker introduces four 
contemporary, fully monochromatic finishes to its range.  A tribute to 

Parker’s commitment to superior craftsmanship and attention to detail, 
each component – from the trademarked arrow clip and distinctive ‘Click’ 

button, to the cap and barrel – has been carefully refined.
 Jotter XL Monochrome Collection. Iconic, down to the last detail.
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Jotter XL Monochrome Gold

Featuring a bold yet refined matte gold cap and barrel, paired with matching shiny 
signature arrow clip and “click” button, the Jotter XL Monochrome Gold finish is 

iconic down to the last detail.

Available in

Jotter XL Monochrome Rose Gold

Featuring an eye-catching matte rose gold cap and barrel, paired with matching 
shiny signature arrow clip and “click” button, the Jotter XL Monochrome Rose Gold 

finish is iconic.

Available in

Jotter XL Monochrome Black

Featuring a strikingly modern matte black cap and barrel, paired with matching 
shiny signature arrow clip and “click” button, the Jotter XL Monochrome Black 

finish is iconic down to the last detail.

Available in

JOT TER XL58
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Jotter XL Stainless Steel

Featuring a timeless shiny stainless steel cap and barrel, paired with matching 
signature arrow clip and “click” button, the Jotter XL Monochrome Black finish is 

iconic down to the last detail.

Available in

Jotter XL Monochrome CDU

A dedicated CDU featuring Jotter XL Stainless Steel, Jotter XL monochrome 
black, rose gold and gold with matching clip and button.

Available in
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Jotter XL Primrose Matte Blue CT

Featuring a matte blue barrel complemented by the signature arrow clip and 
unmistakable ‘click’ sound that have made the Jotter a design classic, the Jotter XL 

is an everyday icon in a larger size.  Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister. 

Available in

Jotter XL Alexandra Matte Grey CT

Featuring a matte grey barrel complemented by the signature arrow clip and 
unmistakable ‘click’ sound that have made the Jotter a design classic, the Jotter XL is 

an everyday icon in a larger size.  Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister. 

Available in

Jotter XL Richmond Matte Black CT

Featuring a matte black barrel complemented by the signature arrow clip and 
unmistakable ‘click’ sound that have made the Jotter a design classic, the Jotter XL 

is an everyday icon in a larger size.  Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister. 

Available in

60 JOT TER XL
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Jotter XL Greenwich Matte Green CT

Featuring a matte green barrel complemented by the signature arrow clip and 
unmistakable ‘click’ sound that have made the Jotter a design classic, the Jotter XL 

is an everyday icon in a larger size.  Packaged in a Parker gift box or blister. 

Available in

Jotter XL Fi l led CDU

Dedicated CDU featuring a matte black, matte blue, matte grey and matte green 
finishes, the Jotter XL is an everyday icon in a larger size. 

Available in
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Jotter Stainless Steel Chrome Trim Bal lpoint Pen blue 
ink + Mechanical Penci l  Duo Set 

In this gift set, discover a ballpoint pen and matching mechanical pencil packaged in a 
classic Parker gift box. This set gives the writer the flexibility of choosing between two 

writing modes to suit any occasion. The perfect gift for all occasions. 
Pens included: Jotter ballpoint pen and mechanical pencil 

Available in

 

Parker Jotter Stainless Steel Gold Trim Bal lpoint Pen + 
Fountain Pen Duo Set blue ink

In this gift set, discover a fountain pen and matching ballpoint pen packaged in a 
classic Parker gift box. This set gives the writer the flexibility of choosing between 

two writing modes to suit any occasion. The perfect gift for all occasions. 
Pens included: Jotter fountain pen and ballpoint pen 

Available in
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Parker Jotter Stainless Steel Chrome Trim Bal lpoint 
Pen + Fountain Pen Duo Set blue ink

In this gift set, discover a fountain pen and matching ballpoint pen packaged in a 
classic Parker gift box. This set gives the writer the flexibility of choosing between two 

writing modes to suit any occasion. The perfect gift for all occasions. 
Pens included: Jotter fountain pen and ballpoint pen 

Available in
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FOUNTAIN PEN

BALLPOINT PEN

 

GEL PEN

BLISTEREMPTY GIFT BOX

ROLLERBALL PEN
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Jotter Originals Yel low

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in

   

Jotter Originals Green

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in

   

68 JOT TER ORIG INAL S
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Jotter Originals Blue

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in

   

Jotter Originals Orange

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in
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Jotter Originals Red

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in

   

Jotter Originals Magenta

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in
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Jotter Originals White

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in

   

Jotter Originals Black

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in
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Jotter Originals Navy Blue

The Jotter Originals Ballpoint pen is the original icon capturing thoughts and 
inspiring new ideas since 1954. Featuring the iconic black glossy plastic barrel, 

polished stainless steel cap and arrow clip, it is the perfect on-the-go writing 
instrument. Packaged in a blister.

Available in

   

Jotter Originals 54

A vibrant icon has been relaunched and redefined to enable the next generation to 
capture thoughts and reimagine the future. The new Jotter Originals 54 range is the 

very definition of modern retro. 
First launched in 1954, the iconic classic has made its comeback in the form of 54 new 
trendsetting colours.  Bringing together Jotter’s heritage and craftmanship with a bold 
and contemporary palette of 54 individual, eye-catching colours, this is truly a range 
created for original thinkers everywhere. With every colour available in four different 

writing styles, which one will you choose?
Jotter Originals, original since 1954 and now available in 54 colours.

A dedicated catalogue with product details is available.

Available in
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JOTTER ORIGINALS PASTEL
Original Since ‘54.

Jotter Originals captures the spirit of  the 50’s and translates it in a bold 
and modern way. Combining Jotter’s distinctive silhouette, its signature 
click and the arrow clip, the Jotter Originals Pastel Edition offers a bold 

colour palette inspired by 1950’s pop culture. From the baby pink Cadillacs 
to trendy mint diner furniture, the collection brings back the 50s retro 

aesthetic.  

With Jotter Originals Pastel, the iconic 50s have never been so trendy.

ORIGINAL
S INC E  ’5 4
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Parker Jotter Originals Pastel Trio Pack Arctic Blue/
Eggshel l/ Baby Pink Chrome Colour Trim Bal lpoint Pen

Jotter Originals Pastel Edition offers a bold colour palette inspired by 1950’s pop 
culture. From the baby pink Cadillacs to trendy mint diner furniture, the collection 

brings back the 50s retro aesthetic.

Available in

 

Parker Jotter Originals Pop Art CDU 
Arctic Blue/Eggshel l/Baby Pink/Li lac/Mint Chrome 

Colour Trim Bal lpoint Pen

Jotter Originals Pastel Edition offers a CDU including bold colour palette inspired by 
1950’s pop culture. From the baby pink Cadillacs to trendy mint diner furniture, the 

collection brings back the 50s retro aesthetic.

Available in
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JOTTER ORIGINALS POP ART
Original Since ‘54.

Celebrating memorable decades, Jotter Originals encapsulates the 60’s 
with its daring Pop Art collection. The intense Lime and Sky Blue duo 
is inspired by the striking colours of  comic strips and complimented by 
Jotter’s iconic design, signature click and arrow clip. The modern-retro 

icon offers a refined writing experience and make your writing moments 
pop.

Jotter Originals Pop Art, the original Pop icon.

SINCE ‘54SINCE ’54
ORIGINAL
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Parker Jotter Originals Pop Art Trio Pack Lime/Sky 
Blue/Hot Pink Chrome Colour Trim Bal lpoint Pen

The Lime, Sky Blue and Hot Pink trio is inspired by the vivid colour scheme of eye-
catching Pop Art collages and complimented by Jotter’s iconic design, signature click 

and arrow clip.

Available in

 

Parker Jotter Originals Pop Art CDU 
Sky Blue/Marigold/Hot Pink/Frosty Purple/Lime 

Chrome Colour Trim Bal lpoint Pen

The 5 colours included in this CDU are inspired by the vivid colour scheme of eye-
catching Pop Art collages and complimented by Jotter’s iconic design, signature click 

and arrow clip.

Available in
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VECTOR
An accessible introduction to fine writing.

Bold colours and modern flourishes hint at a pen keen to re-write the rules. 
As an introduction to the world of  Parker, the Vector is a great first step for 
those looking to display their creativity and penmanship through their fine 
writing. Accessible, dependable and sharp it is the perfect partner for those 

starting out on the road to greatness.  Let your thoughts grow.
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FOUNTAIN PEN

ROLLERBALL PEN

BALLPOINT PEN

BLISTERENTRY LINE GIFT BOX
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Vector Core Standard Blue

Ultra resistant blue scratch-free glossy plastic with a sharp design and polished 
stainless steel trim.

Available in

 

Vector Core Standard Red

Ultra resistant red  scratch-free glossy plastic  with a sharp design and polished 
stainless steel trim. 

Available in

 

Vector Core Stainless Steel 

Stainless steel body with a sharp design and polished stainless steel trim. 

Available in
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Vector Core Standard Black

Ultra resistant black scratch-free glossy plastic  with a sharp design and polished 
stainless steel trim.

Available in

  

Vector Core White

Ultra resistant white  scratch-free glossy plastic  with a sharp design and polished 
stainless steel trim. 

Available in

  

Vector Core Purple

Ultra resistant purple scratch-free glossy plastic  with a sharp design and polished 
stainless steel trim. 

Available in
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Vector Core Blue-Green

Ultra resistant blue-green  scratch-free glossy plastic  with a sharp design and 
polished stainless steel trim.

Available in
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INKS & REFILLS
The writing experience.

PARKER writing instruments are produced to the most exacting 
standards and only genuine Parker Quink inks and refills should be used 

as they are especially designed and formulated to ensure our products give 
faultless service and optimum writing performance. 
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Quink Ink Bottle 1/Box

Rediscover the authentic writing pleasure with the Parker Ink bottles. 57ml.

Available in 

Cartridges

Whether you need long or mini cartridges, you will certainly enjoy their 
convenience and practicality. Our ink cartridges are designed to be used  

exclusively with Parker fountain pens.

Available in  for standard and  for mini

Converters

Deluxe piston fill converter CT and GT  
(twist action refillable ink cartridge) 
Standard piston fill converter 
(pump action refillable ink cartridge)

Available in
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GEL REFILL

Discover a new silky sensation in a range of vibrant tones. 
These refills fit all Parker ballpoint pens. 

Available in   
0.7mm medium

GEL ECONOMY REFILL

Discover a new silky sensation in a range of vibrant tones. 
These refills fit all Parker ballpoint pens. 

Available in   

0.7mm medium

QUINKFLOW BALLPOINT REFILL

Ballpoint refills offer convenience and reliability, fitting all types of situations. 
Enjoy a constant neat writing and quick drying of the ink.

Available in   

Ballpoint: 1.2mm bold 
Quinkflow: 0.7mm medium or 0.5mm fine

NEW
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ROLLERBALL REFILL

With its rollerball tip enabling consistent flow of the ink directly onto the paper, the 
Parker rollerball refill delivers optimal writing performance without skipping and 

gives your writing a sharp smooth style.

Available in   
0.7mm medium or 0.5mm fine

Jotter London Ink Ref i l l  Discovery Pack

Experience consistently smooth and precise writing with Parker Quinkflow Ink and 
gel ink. This Parker Jotter London discovery pack of refills features the iconic Union 

Jack and takes inspiration from the British heritage and the capital’s landmarks.  
It includes two blue and one black medium tip Quinkflow refills for ballpoint pens, 

and two black and one blue medium tip Quink gel ink refills. 

 Packaged in a blister card.

Available in 
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Parker Multipacks Ref i l ls

Refill your Parker Ballpoint Pen with vibrant QUINKflow ink. Featuring a smooth, easy-
writing style, the rich ink captures your thoughts brilliantly. Each pen ink refill is engineered 
for reliable writing performance. Use ink refills to replace existing Parker ballpoint pen refills, 
or simply swap out the refill to change your ink colour. Available in multipacks of 3, 6 and 10 

refills.

Available in 

0.7mm medium
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www.parkerpen .com
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